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1. Introduction. We are concerned here with some aspects of acyclicity in a com-

pact connected Hausdorfftopological semigroup S, and applications to the admissi-

bility of certain multiplications on two-manifolds and related spaces. Our main

result is that if S is a semigroup on a compact connected two-manifold without boun-

dary, then S = ESE => S = K (see definitions below). This is a partial solution to a

problem proposed by A. D. Wallace, namely, if S is a two-sphere, does S = SS

imply S = Kl Our result holds also for spaces obtained from two-manifolds by

successively shrinking retracts to points. It follows that if S = ESE, the multi-

plications on S must be either left trivial (xy = x, all x, y) or right trivial (xy = y,

all x,y) except in the case of the torus = C x C where the multiplication in either

factor may be that of a group, or left trivial, or right trivial.

We also give some generalizations of results of Wallace [10] dealing with

acyclicity of certain compact connected semigroups. In particular we show that

if S is compact and connected with zero, if S = ES and if either S is regular

(i.e. aeS =>aeaSa) or the idempotents commute, then S is acyclic.

The notation is that of [7]. In particular K denotes the minimal ideal, E is the

set of idempotents. For a closed subset A of S, SjA is the space obtained by

shrinking A to a point. The cohomology used is that of Alexander-Wallace-Spanier

with coefficient group arbitrary unless otherwise specified. Throughout the paper

we shall use reduced groups in dimension 0. The symbol x denotes isomorphism

onto, ~ denotes isomorphism into. We denote by ^4\B the complement of B

in A, the closure of A by A*, and the empty set by D.

2. Results on acyclicity. We first state without proof a theorem due to Wal-

lace [9] which will be of importance in the sequel.

Theorem 1. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces, and let R be a closed

subset of X XY. For B cz Y, let L(B) = proji[(Z x B) C\ R]. If

(!) L(A) r\L(B) is connected for each pair of closed subsets A and B of Y and

(ii)   77^00 = 0, each  yeY, then  H1L(A) = 0,  each closed subset A cz Y.

If also
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(iii) Whenever A and B are closed subsets of Y, L(A) n L(B) = L(C) for some

closed  subset  C <zzY and

(iv)  H"L(y) = 0 for each yeY, 1 ̂  p z% q,

then HPL(A) = 0 for each closed subset A ezz Y, 1 z% p ^ q.

Note, in particular, that if X <= Y and P is reflexive and transitive, then

L(A) O L(B) = L(L(A) n LiB)) for subsets A and B of Y. So, in this case, (iii)

holds.

Lemma 1. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with zero (0), let L be

a closed left ideal in S, and e2 = eeS. Then HPieL) = 0, p = 0,1,2,• • •.

Proof.   Note that S acts on eL : t(ex) = erex. Hence we have the diagrams

eL ^ eteL c eL       H"(eL) ^ HpjeteL) ^ HpjeL)

It ' ' Á*
where i denotes inclusion and /, is defined by composition. By the homotopy

theorem [6], 0 =/*,=/* = id, so //"(eL) = 0.

Theorem 2. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with zero, S = ESE,

and I a closed ideal of S. Then HxiAI) = 0 for each closed subset A of E; in

particular //*(/) = 0.

Proof. Define P c S x E by (f, e) e P o t e el. Then L(A) n L(B) = AInBI

is a right ideal in S = SE and is therefore connected for each A, B closed. By

Lemma 1, Hx(el) — 0, and the conclusion follows from Theorem 1.

There are unpublished(2) examples of A.L. Hudson to show that "ideal" cannot

be replaced by "right ideal", and that H2(S) may be nonzero. Also if only S = ES

is assumed, Hl(S) may be nonzero.

Corollary 1. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with S = ESE, and let

I be a closed ideal in S; then HX(T) as HX(K).

Proof. Let Ë denote the set of idempotents in S/X, the Rees quotient. Let

ej) : S-> SIK be the natural homomorphism. Then ej)(E) = Ë and it follows that

epiS) = cp(E) cj>(S) ej>(E), and cpiS) has a zero. Now 11K = ep(I) is an ideal in

epiS), so tp(£)«p(J) = 4>iEI) = ep(I) = //X and H'(//X) = 0 by the theorem.

Hence HX(I,K) x H\l/ X) = 0.

Consider the exact sequence H\I,K) -» H\l) 4 H\K). Since //'(/,X)=0, i* ~ ;

but X is a retract of S [8], so i* is onto and the proof is complete.

3. Topological lemmas. Let X be a space, and heH"iX). If A <= X, then

n 14 denotes the image of h under the natural homomorphism H\X) -5h\A).

(2) Added in proof. A. L. Hudson, Example of a nonacyclic continuum semigroup S with zero

and S = ESE, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 14 (1963), 648-653.
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We say that k e H"(A) is extendable to H"(X) (or to X) if k is in the image of ¿*.

If X is compact and Zi e H"(X) is not zero, then there exists a closed set F minimal

relative to Zi | F ^ 0; F is called a floor for h.

Lemma 2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space such that H"(X) # 0, X is a

floor for each nonzero heH"(X), and let R be a proper closed subset of X satis-

fying Hn~1(X)->H"-l(R) is onto. Then 77"(X/R)#0, and XjR is a floor for

each nonzero heH"(X jR). In particular, the conclusions hold if R is a retract

ofX.

Proof. Let cp:X-*XjR be the natural map; consider the exact sequence

-» 77"LY,R) -► H"(X) ->i*77"(R) -». If H"(X, R) = 0, then i* ~ ; but i* is the 0-map-

ping by the floor properties. Hence H"(X, R) ^ 0; let h be a nonzero element of

H"(XIR) and let B be a closed proper subset of X/R with Zi | B # 0. We have

the diagram

H"(X)     ——* HXcp-^B)

<P <t>*
i*

H"(XIR) ->H\B)   ,

where j* is induced by inclusion, and cp* is induced by the restriction of cp to cp~1B.

Since cp~1B is a proper closed subset of X, we conclude from the floor property

that j* is the 0-mapping, so 0 = j*cp* = cp* i*. We will arrive at a contradiction

by showing that cp* ~, for then cp* i*h / 0. We consider two cases; (1)

0 = cp(R) $ B, and (2) 0 = cp(R) e B. In case (1), note that cpx is a homeomorphism

onto, so cp* x . In case (2) consider the commutative diagram

th*
H"(B)     -^   77"(c/)_1B)•Î +i*'oZc*,

th*
H"(B, 0)    -^2-> H"(cp " 'B, R).

Now Zc* « , cp* x by the map excision theorem [5]. We claim i* ~ ; consider

the exact sequence:

H"~\cp~1B)-^Hn~\R)

77"(c/)-1B,R)->H"(cp-1B).

Since 77""1(A')^77"~1(R) is onto, m* is onto and it follows that i* ~.   Hence

</>* ~, and the proof is complete.

We note that if X is connected and satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 and if

Hn~1(X)->H"~1(R) is onto, then R does not separate X. We omit the proof,
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which depends on an exact sequence argument using Lemma 2. In particular,

a retract or an acyclic continuum of an n-manifold X does not separate X.

In what follows we use the codimension function of [2]. Recall that for a compact

Hausdorff space X, cd X :£ n iff H"(X) -> H"(A) is onto for each closed subset A

of X. Also [2], cd X ^ n iff Hn + l(X,A) = 0 for each closed subset A.

Lemma 3. Let A be a closed subset of a compact Hausdorff space X. If

cd X ;£ n, then cd X / A g n.

Proof. Let ef>:X^X¡A be the natural map, and let B be a closed subset

of X j A. The proof involves two cases.

Case 1.   0 = ct>(A)eB(i.e., Acf'fi). Then (X,c¡)~1 (B) U A)^1(X/A,B),

where cf>x is the mapping determined by ef>. Note that d^ is a closed map, and

cj>x(X\cb _1(B) U/4) is homeomorphic to (X jA)\B. Hence by the map excision

theorem fá x . Now Hn+\X,ej>~\B) yJA) = 0, so //n+1(X/^,B) = 0. Hence

cd(X j A) ^ n, and the proof is complete.

Case 2.   0 = ef>(A) ¿B (i.e., </>-1B O A = D). Consider the diagram:

7     v      rjn + 1/Hn(B U 0, 0) -^—>■   H"+' (X/A, B U 0)

ó

fc*

n+l/viA   d\     _*^v    ijn + 1//"(B) ->   Hn + 1(X¡A,B)   -> Hn + 1(XIA).

\SotethatHn+1(XIA,ByjO)!vH''+1(X,cl>~1ByJA) = 0;H''+1(XIA)xH''+1(X,A) = 0.

Let heHn+1(X¡A,B); then i*n=0, so there exists hyeH\B) with \èhy = h.

Note that m* « ; let h2 = m*_1(nx). Then ñ = <5m*(/i2) = k*(j*h2) = k*(0) = 0.

Thus Hn+1(X/A,B) = 0 and the proof is complete.

4. Some semigroups on manifolds and related spaces.

Theorem 3. Let S be a compact connected semigroup satisfying (i) S = ESE,

(ii) H2(S) # 0, (iii) S is a floor for each nonzero h e H2(S), (iv) cd S ^ 2; then

there exists eeE such that S = SeS.

Proof. Suppose first that S has a zero (0). Then Hx(SaS) = 0 for each aeS

by Theorem 2. Define a ^ b iff SaS c SbS. Then ^ has closed graph, and is

reflexive and transitive; hence (iii) of Theorem 1 holds. Note that for A,B ezz S

L(A)C\L(B) is an ideal of S = ESE; hence L(A)C\L(B) is connected, so

(i) of Theorem 1 holds. Since L(a) = SaS and ^(SaS) = 0, (ii) of Theorem 1

holds. If H2(SaS) = 0 for each a, then by Theorem 1, H2(S) = 0. Therefore

there exists aeS such that H2(SaS) =fc 0. Let n be a nonzero element of H2(SaS).

Since cd S z% 2, h can be extended to nt e H2(S). If SaS < S, then since S is a

floor for hy, we conclude that h = 0, a contradiction. Therefore SaS = S and

since S = ESE, there exists eeE with ö = ea. Hence S = SaS = SeaS <= SeS and

so S = SeS.
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If S has no zero, consider cp :S -» S / K, the Rees quotient. If S = K, the conclusion

is immediate, so we assume K < S. Then S/K has a zero, and satisfies (i). By

Lemma 2, S/K satisfies (ii); and by Lemmas 2 and 3, S/ K satisfies (iii) and (iv).

Hence by the first part of the proof, SIK = SjK cp(e) S/K for some eeK. It

follows that S = SeS, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 4. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with left unit e. If e has

a neighborhood U homeomorphic to Euclidean n-space R", then e belongs to

K, and S is a minimal right ideal.

Proof. Let V be an open set homeomorphic to R", with e e V cz V2 c U.

Identify U with R", metric d. Fix e > 0 such that Nc(e) cz V and let ß = N£e)*.

Since the multiplication is uniformly continuous on Q, there exists ô > 0 such

that y e Nô (e) -* d(x, yx) < s for each xeQ. Hence for each y e Nô(e), left trans-

lation by y takes ß into R". Using the Brouwer fixed point theorem (see [4,

Lemma 1.1]) there exists q e Q with yq = e. Hence each y e Nó(e) has a right inverse,

or alternatively Re = {y :ee yS) has an interior. Now suppose e $ K and we will show

that Re is nowhere dense, a contradiction. Let IR = {y e S : e $ y S}. Then IR is easily

seen to be an open right ideal [3]. By the connectedness, 7^ j¡= IR, so Rer\IR^= □.

It follows that Re cz I*. Hence IR is open and dense, and the proof is complete.

The initial part of the proof of Lemma 4 follows closely the argument of a

theorem of Mostert and Shields [4] which states : If the unit of a semigroup has a

Euclidean neighborhood, then the maximal group containing the unit is open.

As a consequence if S is a compact connected manifold which is a semigroup

with unit, then S is a group. (See also [6].) If only a left unit is assumed, then by

Lemma 4 we conclude that S = K, so S is the union of groups.

Theorem 4.    Let S be a compact connected semigroup satisfying

(i)     S = ESE;

(ii)   772(S)#0;

(iii) S is a floor for each nonzero heH2(S);

(iv)  cdS^2; and

(v)   S is locally Euclidean except possibly at one point; then S = K.

Proof. Suppose S =£ K. Then S/ K is compact, connected with zero and satisfies

(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and may be non-Euclidean at perhaps 2 points, one of which is

zero. Hence we may keep the original notation and assume S has a zero. It follows

from Theorem 2 that H*(S) = 0. We show first that eSufS^S for any e,/in E.

Suppose S = eSufS. If e is zero, then S=fS; but fS is compact, connected,

has left unit and zero, and is hence acyclic, a contradiction. Hence e # 0 #/,

so one of e, f has small Euclidean neighborhoods, say e. Now e $fS, so there is

a Euclidean neighborhood U such that eeU cz S \fS. Then eeU cz eS, so by

Lemma 4, e = 0, a contradiction. We show next that for idempotents e and /,

^(eS O/S) = 0. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
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Hx(eS) x Hx(fS)->H\eS nfS)

A

H\eS u fS)    —» H2(eS) x H2(fS).

Note that H\eS), H\fS) are 0 for i = 1,2, hence A * . If 0 ¿heH2(eS\jfS),

then since cd S g 2, there is hyeH2(S) with ñ1|eSu/S = n. But S is a floor

for n., hence n = 0. Hence H2(eSyjfS) = 0 = //^eS n/S).

Define P e S x (E x £) by (x, e,f) e R iff x e eS O/S. Note that P is closed, and

for (e,/) eExE, Lief) = eS n/S is a right ideal in S = SE with zero and is

therefore connected. If Cis a closed subset of E x E it follows that L(C)is connected.

Since H1L(e,f) = 0 we conclude by Wallace's Theorem that HXL(C) = 0 for

each closed subset of ExE. In particular, if A and B are closed subsets of E, then

LiA xB) = ASC\ BS, and HxiAS n BS) = 0.

Now let h be a nonzero element of //2(S), and let F be a subset of E which is

minimal relative to being closed and satisfying h\ FS # 0. (We are using here the

hypothesis that S = ES.) If F is a single element e, then since eS is acyclic we have

a contradiction. Hence F = A \j B, where A and B are closed, ^ d: B, B d: A.

Consider the exact sequence
Hl(AS n BS)

H2iFS) -^-> Z/2G4S) x //2(BS).

Since HX(AS C\BS) = 0, J* is an isomorphism into. Let h\FS = h0. Then

ñ01 4S = 0 = h01 BS by the minimality of F, hence J*(n0) = 0. Therefore h0 = 0,

a contradition which completes the proof.

Lemma 5. Let X be a metric continuum satisfying (i) HX(S) = 0, (ii)

ZZ2(S)#0, (iii) S is a floor for each nonzero ñe//2(S), (iv) cd S g 2, and (v')

S is locally Euclidean except possibly at a finite number of points; then S is

homeomorphic to the 2-sphere. {The coefficient group here is taken to be the

integers modulo a prime.)

This follows from the fact that S is locally connected, and by using Zippin's

characterizations of the two-sphere. We omit the proof. We note that the restriction

on the coefficient group rules out the projective plane.

Corollary 2. Let S be a semigroup which is a metric continuum satisfying

(i)-(iv) and (w'); then S = X.

Proof. If X < S, then S/X is a semigroup with zero satisfying the conditions

of Lemma 5, as follows: (i) follows from Theorem 2, (ii) follows from Lemma 2,

(iii) and (iv) follow from Lemmas 2 and 3, and (v') is clear. Hence S/X is a two-
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sphere, and therefore satisfies (i)-(v) of Theorem 4. Hence S/K = 0, a contra-

diction, so S = K.

Remarks. The compact connected 2-manifolds without boundary are covered

by Theorem 4. An example of the type of space covered by Corollary 2 is a double

torus with each of two nonbounding circles pinched to points. Other examples

are readily constructed.

As shown in Corollary 2, the metrizability can be used to relax condition (v)

of Theorem 4. It would be of interest to know if S = eS \j fS is possible where

both e and / are non-Euclidean points. A negative answer would render the

metrizability unnecessary in Corollary 2.

5. Further results on acyclicity.

Definitions. Let S be a compact semigroup, aeS. Define Ta = {x:xa = a};

let Ea = £ n T„, and let Ka be the kernel of Ta. Define ^ on SxS by : ai%b

iff Eb cz Ea. Let L(a) = {x :x ^ a}. Recall that a semigroup is right simple if it

is a minimal right ideal of itself.

Lemma 6. Let S be a compact semigroup; then ;£ has closed graph and is

reflexive and transitive. Further, for aeE,

L(a) = fï [fS :fe Ea] = f| {fS :fe Ea n Ka}.

If also Ka is right simple, then L(a)=fS for each feE C\Ka, and is acyclic if

S is connected and has a zero.

Proof. It is easy to see that ^ has closed graph, and is reflexive and transitive. Let

x e L(a)andfeEa; then feEaczEx, sofx = x and x efS. Hence L(a)czp| {fS :fe Ea),

and the latter is clearly contained in f) {fS :fe EaC\ Ka). Let z e Q {fS :fe Eat~>Ka},

and let e e Ea. Then eTa contains a minimal right ideal e0Ta of Ta, where e0 e EaC\Ka.

Hence z e e0S c= eS, so ez = z, and eeE,. Therefore O {fS :fe Ea n Ka} cz L(a).

The remaining statements are clear, the acyclicity of L(a) following from [6].

Remark. By analogous arguments it can be seen that if S is compact and

connected, and if K, is right simple for each teS, then the relation ái on

Sax S defined by x ^ x y iff x e eSa where e e Ey and a is fixed, is reflexive and

transitive. Further L(y) = eSa is acyclic by Lemma 1. Note that ^ x is the restriction

of ^  to Sa x S.

Lemma 7. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with zero (0), vviiZi

S = ES and Ka right simple for each aeS; then eSC\fS is connected for each

e,f eE. Hence if A and B are subsets of E, then AS C\BS is connected.

Proof. Let xeeS dfS; then e, fe Tx. Let g2 = ge Kx; since Kx is right simple,

Kx = gKx = gTx. Hence gTx czeTx C~\fTx, sogeeS C\fS. Therefore xegSczeS nfS.

Hence 0 and x lie in the connected subset gS of eS n/S, and the conclusion follows.
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Remark. An analogous argument shows that ASa n BSa is connected, for

each A,B ezz E, aeS.

Notes. For a semigroup S we see that S = ES implies Ta # □ for each a.

If further S is compact, then □ ^= Ka is compact and simple, hence completely

simple. If the idempotents commute, it follows that Ka is a group, and in particular

right simple. If S is regular, then (even without compactness) {x :Sxa = Sa and

xaS = aS} has right simple kernel (J{//e :eS = aS}[l,p.66], i.e., those group

elements which generate the same right ideal which a generates. It follows that

Ka exists and coincides with {feE:fS = aS}, and is right simple.

Theorem 5. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with S = ES and Ka

right simple for each aeS; then H"(S) x H"(K)for all n.

Proof. Define ^ on S x S by x z% y iff xeeS where e e Er By Lemmas 6 and 7,

the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are fulfilled, so H"(S) = 0 for each n. If X is non-

degenerate, consider the Rees quotient S/X. Note that S/X satisfies the conditions

on S, and has a zero, hence //"(S/X) = 0 for each n. From the exact sequence

Hn(S,K) -> H"(S) -* H"(K) we conclude that H"(S) x H\K) for all n.

Remark. By using the remarks following Lemmas 6 and 7, a similar argument

will establish the stronger conclusion //"(S) x H\L) for each closed left ideal

containing X. For the sake of clarity of exposition we have chosen to give the

proof of the less general result. In particular we have

Corollary 3. // S is a compact connected semigroup with zero and S = ES

and if either (1) S is regular or (2) E is commutative, then each closed left ideal

is acyclic.

We note that this extends some results of Wallace [10].
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